
Organize with styleMake unique & creative gifts 

Functional Decor

Use decorative hooks and knobs to create fun storage solutions. You can 
create racks or mount knobs directly to your walls.

Place Card Holder  
Using floral or jewelry wire,  
create place card holders that will 
add sparkle to a special event. Just 
wrap the wire around the screw and 
make a series of loops to slide the 
card into. Keep them for your next 
dinner party or send them away with 
guests as personalized party favors 
for favorite postcards or photos. 

Decorative Jars  
Attach knobs to the tops of jars, 
decorative bottles and boxes to add 
a little whimsy to a space.  
Use an awl to punch holes in  
the top of lids, and a small hand 
saw to shorten the screws if needed.  
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Decorative Tray 

Attach drawer pulls to the ends of slate, wood or other material to create 
one-of-a kind trays. Reflect your personality by switching out the knobs on 
a favorite dresser or cabinet. 

Decorative Storage 

Give old boxes, baskets and 
crates a new life by adding 
decorative drawer pulls to create 
appealing storage solutions. 

Re-purpose and revive

Jewelry Organization 

Try this project to keep jewelry untangled, easy-to-find and even on display. 
Simply cover a wood board with a favorite fabric. Arrange knobs, hooks or 
pulls where desired and mark the location of the screws. Use a power drill to 
create holes for the screws and attach the hardware. Shorten screws 
if needed. 

Fabulous and functional

Picture Hangers 
To make a hanging gallery, mark the wall where the knobs will hang, 
making sure to leave room for the frames. Switch the nuts out for  
appropriately-sized anchor bolts, and use a power drill and drill bit to 
create holes on the marks. Slide the anchor bolts in the holes, and screw 
the knobs into them.

Create a gallery in any room


